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New chairs in the Clash collection:

Clash lobby chair and bar stool
An innovative manufacturing technique and fresh design language have brought the
Clash chair international success and made Samuli Naamanka the Furniture
Designer of the Year in 2005. We are now adding two new products to the Clash
collection to complement the all-purpose chair and table, conference chair and
stool: the Clash lobby chair and bar stool.
The streamlined Clash lobby chair is beautiful to look at and comfortable to sit in. What
makes it especially comfortable is the revolving cup-shaped seat which conforms to the
person seated. The chair has an automatic spring-back mechanism, which means that
vacant chairs are cleanly aligned. The form-pressed wooden seat has fabric upholstery.
Clash chairs come with a chrome-plated base.
The Clash barstool is a higher alternative supplementing the family of chairs. The Clash
barstool is available in two heights: 65 cm and 80 cm. Thanks to the structure of the base,
the stool can be stacked.
Interior architect Samuli Naamanka developed a new manufacturing process for the Clash
chair in which the parts are attached by clashing them together, hence the name Clash.
The Clash chair has received several international design awards.
The optional materials of the wooden parts of the chair are: birch, beech, standard stains,
technical wenge, oak, walnut and zebrano.

Further information:
Kari Leino
Product Manager
+358 (0)10 345 5282
kari.leino@martela.fi
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Launching ideas

The Form conference chair makes meetings more comfortable
The Form range for meeting and conference rooms introduced a new conference
chair which has similarities with an armchair. There is increasing demand for
comfort and mobility when it comes to conference room furniture; the Form
conference chair with castors and a higher backrest is the answer.
Designed by Jukka Setälä, the poise and functionality of the Form range have made it a
popular conference room choice. The new Form conference chair offers improved comfort
and meets the growing demand for castor-equipped conference chairs.
The Form conference chair is available with solid and open armrests. There is a wide
selection of materials available for the open armrests, from black plastic to various types of
wood. The four-legged conference chair is available with or without castors. The Form
conference chairs can be upholstered in leather or fabric. The legs are chromed.

Further information:
Kari Leino
Product Manager
+358 (0)10 345 5282
kari.leino@martela.fi
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Pinta ES - electrically adjustable desk with square legs
Square legs give the latest addition to the Pinta ES desk series a graceful
appearance. An elegant and ergonomic desk has been created by combining a
white desktop with electrically adjustable, graceful legs.
In Sweden, more than half of all new desks are electric. The option of changing working
positions makes electric desks a sound investment, which is why their popularity is on the
rise in Finland, too. Adjusting the height of the Pinta ES desk is an easy way to alternate
your working position.
Pinta ES desktops come in many pure and simple options and in a wide selection of
laminates, veneers and colours. The available woods are birch, oak and beech, which are
also available in a range of stains. The elegant square legs are available with a chrome
finish or painted white, black or grey.

Further information:
Tytti Ruponen
Product Manager
+358 (0)10 345 5263
tytti.ruponen@martela.fi
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New additions to the Spot series: screen, side table and workstation
desk
The Spot series, designed by Pekka Toivola and Iiro Viljanen, has gained three new
members: a light screen, a height-adjustable side table and a small workstation
desk.
The Spot screen is a light and airy screen
The Spot screen is elegant and versatile. , and makes it is easy to create a peaceful
environment and provide privacy. The Spot screen is easy to move around thanks to the
castors hidden in its disc base.
With open-plan offices becoming more popular, there is a greater need for movable
screens. Computer monitors and web access points in public spaces require privacy which
the Spot screen can provide either mounted to its base or combined with any table. Spot is
solid, yet light to move around.
The optional materials are transparent acrylic and hemp or felt finish. The transparent and
matte acrylic will not block light, no matter how large the screen is.
Available sizes of Spot screens:
transparent acrylic: widths 120, 140 and 160 cm, height 67 cm.
hemp or felt finish: width 120 cm, height 67 cm.
Movable Spot side desk provides more space to set things down
The round Spot table is a versatile side table with adjustable height and castors. It can be
converted from a standing-height meeting table to a coffee table. The castors, hidden in
the disc base, make the table easy to move. The base is also available without castors.
The diameter of the Spot side table is 70 or 85 cm. The available materials are birch,
beech, oak, various stains and standard laminates. The base is either chromed or painted
grey.

The compact, rectangular Spot desk makes a great workstation
The height of the Spot desk is adjustable up to standing height. The Spot workstation desk
has an optional transparent screen, lockable CPU holder and a handy paper tray.
The dimensions of the rectangular Spot workstation desk are 70 x 50 cm and its height is
adjustable between 69 and 111 cm. The available desktop materials are birch, beech,
oak, stains and standard laminates. The bases of the screen and the desk are either
chromed or painted grey. Both are available with castors or glides.
Further information:
Tytti Ruponen
Product Manager
+358 (0)10 345 5263
tytti.ruponen@martela.fi
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Simple forms create calm

The large Big cabinet suits many types of spaces
The Big cabinet by Pekka Toivola is Scandinavian furniture design at its purest.
Large, unbroken surfaces give the cabinet a peaceful and poised air, which makes it
easy to combine with many kinds of interiors. Big cabinets can be easily combined
in different ways to meet the storage needs of workstations or meeting rooms.
Placed in the middle of a room, Big can also be used as an office space divider.
Big cabinets have two large sliding doors with door-height handles. The doors and the
frame are available in a white, birch or oak finish; different colours can be used for the
doors and the frame for the desired combination. The appearance is complemented with
handles that come in chrome, black or aluminium. The large surfaces bring out the highquality materials.
There is ample storage space behind the wide sliding doors of the Big cabinet. The
collection includes a selection of shelves and compartments and a filing rack. The tallest
Big also has an optional wardrobe. The interior can be designed to meet the needs and
wishes of the user.
The Big cabinet comes in three widths: 120, 160 and 180 cm and in two heights: 82 and
121 cm. The cabinet's depth is 43 cm.
Further information:
Tytti Ruponen
Product Manager
+358 (0)10 345 5263
tytti.ruponen@martela.fi
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The office of the future is made for encounters

New lobby furniture in the SoftX family
To complement the SoftX conference chair, designed for Martela by Julia Läufer and
Marcus Keichel, we are launching an armchair, a sofa and a round sofa table in the
same design language. The new, more extensive series makes it possible to create
harmonious lobbies and conference facilities. The SoftX lounge furniture group
lends strong visual character. The compact furniture also suits smaller spaces.
The SoftX lounge sofa and armchair are fully upholstered either in leather or fabric. The
streamlined design of the pieces of furniture, which have no armrests, is emphasised by
an opening in the backrests of the dynamic pieces.
The series includes a new, rectangular coffee table, the base of which matches the design
language in bases of the armchair and the sofa. The bases are chromed.
Further information:
Kari Leino
Product Manager
+358 (0)10 345 5282
kari.leino@martela.fi
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Martela's Exceed conference tables: a perfect place to hide cables
There are few meeting where cables are not needed. The Exceed table offers the
best in cable traffic. The ample-sized desk has room for laptops, notepads and
refreshments while it keeps cables out of the way and out of sight.
There is a place for everything in the Exceed conference table. The table comprises at
least two 100 x 140 cm tops, and each additional top adds 80 cm to its length. Power and
data cables can easily be fed through gaps between the tops. The gaps look tidy and no
cable doors are needed. Power outlets are within everyone's easy reach between the
chairs and at the ends of the table. Under the table is a net where cables can be stored.
In addition to a neat and tidy solution for cables, Exceed offers limitless alternatives for
putting together the conference table you need. Two Exceed tops will seat six, and each
new top provides room for two more people. The tabletops come in oak, birch, beech and
various stains. The legs are available with a chrome finish or painted grey. Power and
data cables can be fed to the table along one of the legs.

The Exceed desks were designed by Pekka Toivola and Iiro Viljanen.
Further information:
Tytti Ruponen
Product Manager
+358 (0)10 345 5263
tytti.ruponen@martela.fi
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Let there be light!

Eero Aarnio's The Tree W brings mood lighting to spaces
The Tree that was launched at the Milan furniture fair last year is a space divider and
a work of art which has found its way into both public spaces and private homes.
This year The Tree, an example of Professor Eero Aarnio's genial design language
and fresh ideas, will come with lights.
The white The Tree W is made of techno-recyclable polyethylene in a novel, transparent
form. The tree is illuminated by energy-efficient LEDs that are placed inside. When the
days are short, the glowing, warm tree will spread happiness to its surroundings.
"It quickly dawned on me to put lights in the tree; after all, lighting is very important in
Finland during the darkest months of the year. The energy-efficient LEDs are handy
because they do not heat up and they can be placed in enclosed spaces. They are aimed
upward from the root and also sideways," says Eero Aarnio, the designer.
Each tree sold allows four living trees to be planted in the World Vision's Mosoq Ayllu
development project in Peru. These fruit trees prevent erosion and provide additional
nutrition for the local children. 300 families and 800 children benefit from the trees. The
planting of fruit trees has already started because in 2008, enough The Trees were sold to
plant more than a thousand saplings.
The Tree is part of Martela's concept collection.

Further information:
Kari Leino
Product Manager
+358 (0)10 345 5282
kari.leino@martela.fi
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